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WEEK 15: Sunday, 4 April - 10 April 2021 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2021-04-04 0500 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a 

fascinating and strange new pet enters their world. Amid the resulting comic 

mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true nature of 

family and the things money can't buy.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2021-04-04 0635 Drama Lion

A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of 

kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by 

a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

AUSTRALIA

Hindi-33.34; 

Bengali-33.33; 

English-33.33

2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2021-04-04 0845 Biography A Street Cat Named Bob

A Street Cat Named Bob is a moving and uplifting film that will touch the heart 

of everyone. When London busker and recovering drug addict James Bowen 

(Luke Treadaway) finds injured ginger street cat Bob in his sheltered 

accommodation, he has no idea just how much his life is about to change.  

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a d l 

2021-04-04 1040 Comedy Manje Bistre
While getting prepared for his sister's wedding, a young man attempts to woo 

a girl whose marriage to another man has already been fixed.
INDIA Punjabi-100 2017 RPT PG a Y

2021-04-04 1310 Comedy Bend It Like Beckham

A comedy about bending the rules to reach your goal, Bend It Like Beckham 

explores the world of women's football, from kick-abouts in the park to 

freekicks in the Final. Set in Hounslow, West London and Hamburg, the film 

follows two 18 year olds with their hearts set on a future in professional 

soccer. But for Jesminder, daughter of orthodox Sikhs, heart-stopping talent 

doesn't seem to be enough when your parents want you to hang up your 

football boots, find a nice boyfriend and learn to cook the perfect chapatti. 

Directed by Gurinder Chadha. Starring Parminder Nagra, Keira Knightley and 

Jonathan Rhys Meyers.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2021-04-04 1515 Comedy Offside

Five young women go to extraordinary lengths to watch Iran's 2006 World Cup 

qualifier in a stadium where women have been banned. Filmed during the 

actual football game between Iran and Bahrain in 2005. Directed by Jafar 

Panahi and stars Sima Mobarak-Shahi, Shayesteh Irani and Ayda Sadeqi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2006 RPT PG Y

2021-04-04 1655 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two 

passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children 

have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but 

they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and 

the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything 

changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not 

alone in space anymore.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y



2021-04-04 1830 Animation
April And The Extraordinary 

World

Paris, 1941. A family of scientists is on the brink of discovering a powerful 

invincibility serum when all of a sudden, the parents are mysteriously 

abducted, leaving their young daughter April behind. Ten years later, April is 

living alone with her precious cat, Darwin, continuing her family's research. 

But soon, she finds herself at the centre of a bizarre conspiracy. Along with 

Darwin and her trusted friend Julius, April embarks on an adventure to find 

her parents and discover the truth behind their disappearance. 

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2021-04-04 2030 Mystery / Crime Infernal Affairs

Infernal

Affairs

Trilogy

Two young cops on opposite sides of the law face off in a riveting crime thriller 

from Hong Kong. This high-octane action film was the inspiration behind 

Martin Scorsese's Oscar-winning remake The Departed. Directed by Andrew 

Lau and Alan Mak, and stars Tony Leung, Andy Lau and Kelly Chen.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2002 MA d v Y

2021-04-04 2230 Romance For A Happy Life

Amel and Mashir, two young people from Brussels, love each other in secret. 

Neither their parents nor their friends are suspicious of their relationship and 

even less of their plan to spend the summer together in London. When 

Mashir's family decides to marry him to his cousin Noor, who is also Amel's 

friend, it is their whole world which collapses. How can they save their love 

without hurting everyone around them?

BELGIUM
French-69; Urdu-

28; English-3
2018 RPT MA a l Y

2021-04-04 2410 Drama The New Girlfriend

Claire (rising French star Anais Demoustier) discovers a secret about the 

husband of her late best friend, Laura. Following Laura's death, Claire reaches 

out to comfort bereaved David, only to discover his secret: he enjoys dressing 

as a woman. In acclaimed writer-director Francois Ozon’s provocative new 

film, he elevates his exploration of modern sexuality and femininity to a whole 

new level.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT MA a s Y

2021-04-04 2610 Drama Julieta

Julieta is a middle-aged woman living in Madrid with her boyfriend Lorenzo. 

Both are going to move to Portugal when she casually runs into Bea, former 

best friend of her estranged daughter Antia, who reveals that Antia is living in 

Switzerland, married, and with three children. Shaken by the first news she’s 

heard about her daughter in 12 years, Julieta cancels the journey to Portugal 

and moves to the apartment where she used to live with Antia, in the hope 

that her daughter will send her a letter.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT M a n s Y

2021-04-04 2800 Mystery / Crime Infernal Affairs

Infernal

Affairs

Trilogy

Two young cops on opposite sides of the law face off in a riveting crime thriller 

from Hong Kong. This high-octane action film was the inspiration behind 

Martin Scorsese's Oscar-winning remake The Departed. Directed by Andrew 

Lau and Alan Mak, and stars Tony Leung, Andy Lau and Kelly Chen.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2002 RPT

2021-04-05 0600 Comedy Manje Bistre
While getting prepared for his sister's wedding, a young man attempts to woo 

a girl whose marriage to another man has already been fixed.
INDIA Punjabi-100 2017 RPT PG a Y

2021-04-05 0830 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two 

passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children 

have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but 

they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and 

the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything 

changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not 

alone in space anymore.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y

2021-04-05 1005 Comedy Offside

Five young women go to extraordinary lengths to watch Iran's 2006 World Cup 

qualifier in a stadium where women have been banned. Filmed during the 

actual football game between Iran and Bahrain in 2005. Directed by Jafar 

Panahi and stars Sima Mobarak-Shahi, Shayesteh Irani and Ayda Sadeqi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2006 RPT PG Y



2021-04-05 1145 Comedy Cj7

A poor father and his young son's lives are turned upside down when a 

fascinating and strange new pet enters their world. Amid the resulting comic 

mayhem, they ultimately learn a poignant lesson about the true nature of 

family and the things money can't buy.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2008 RPT PG a v Y

2021-04-05 1320 Animation
April And The Extraordinary 

World

Paris, 1941. A family of scientists is on the brink of discovering a powerful 

invincibility serum when all of a sudden, the parents are mysteriously 

abducted, leaving their young daughter April behind. Ten years later, April is 

living alone with her precious cat, Darwin, continuing her family's research. 

But soon, she finds herself at the centre of a bizarre conspiracy. Along with 

Darwin and her trusted friend Julius, April embarks on an adventure to find 

her parents and discover the truth behind their disappearance. 

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2021-04-05 1520 Action Adventure Project A

Jackie Chan directs and stars in this film as a sergeant of the marine police 

force. The mission of the marine police is to combat and arrest the notorious 

pirate gang led by Law (Di Fei). Unfortunately the fleet of the marine police is 

sunk and Dragon (Jackie Chan) and his team are retrenched. When Dragon 

discovers that Chow, a businessman is bribing the gang and providing the 

pirates with information about the failed mission, he is outraged. Dragon 

decides to risk his life in order to Law and the pirate gang. Also stars Samo 

Hung, Project A received a Hong Kong Award for Best Action in 1985.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1983 RPT PG l n v Y

2021-04-05 1720 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2021-04-05 1930 Thriller The Wave
A geologist must survive after a mountain in the narrow Norwegian fjord 

Geiranger collapses and creates a violent tsunami.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2021-04-05 2130 Comedy Return Of The Hero
April

Fools

1809 France. Captain Neuville is called to the front, leaving his future bride 

heartbroken. Her sister decides to write letters on his behalf to cheer her up, 

but all goes south when Neuville reappears.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M s Y

2021-04-05 2310 Drama Julieta

Julieta is a middle-aged woman living in Madrid with her boyfriend Lorenzo. 

Both are going to move to Portugal when she casually runs into Bea, former 

best friend of her estranged daughter Antia, who reveals that Antia is living in 

Switzerland, married, and with three children. Shaken by the first news she’s 

heard about her daughter in 12 years, Julieta cancels the journey to Portugal 

and moves to the apartment where she used to live with Antia, in the hope 

that her daughter will send her a letter.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2016 RPT M a n s Y

2021-04-05 2500 Mystery / Crime Infernal Affairs

Infernal

Affairs

Trilogy

Two young cops on opposite sides of the law face off in a riveting crime thriller 

from Hong Kong. This high-octane action film was the inspiration behind 

Martin Scorsese's Oscar-winning remake The Departed. Directed by Andrew 

Lau and Alan Mak, and stars Tony Leung, Andy Lau and Kelly Chen.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 2002 RPT MA d v Y

2021-04-05 2700 Thriller The Wave
A geologist must survive after a mountain in the narrow Norwegian fjord 

Geiranger collapses and creates a violent tsunami.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2015 RPT M a l Y



2021-04-06 0500 Comedy Offside

Five young women go to extraordinary lengths to watch Iran's 2006 World Cup 

qualifier in a stadium where women have been banned. Filmed during the 

actual football game between Iran and Bahrain in 2005. Directed by Jafar 

Panahi and stars Sima Mobarak-Shahi, Shayesteh Irani and Ayda Sadeqi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2006 RPT PG Y

2021-04-06 0640 Action Adventure Project A

Jackie Chan directs and stars in this film as a sergeant of the marine police 

force. The mission of the marine police is to combat and arrest the notorious 

pirate gang led by Law (Di Fei). Unfortunately the fleet of the marine police is 

sunk and Dragon (Jackie Chan) and his team are retrenched. When Dragon 

discovers that Chow, a businessman is bribing the gang and providing the 

pirates with information about the failed mission, he is outraged. Dragon 

decides to risk his life in order to Law and the pirate gang. Also stars Samo 

Hung, Project A received a Hong Kong Award for Best Action in 1985.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1983 RPT PG l n v Y

2021-04-06 0840 Animation
April And The Extraordinary 

World

Paris, 1941. A family of scientists is on the brink of discovering a powerful 

invincibility serum when all of a sudden, the parents are mysteriously 

abducted, leaving their young daughter April behind. Ten years later, April is 

living alone with her precious cat, Darwin, continuing her family's research. 

But soon, she finds herself at the centre of a bizarre conspiracy. Along with 

Darwin and her trusted friend Julius, April embarks on an adventure to find 

her parents and discover the truth behind their disappearance. 

FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2021-04-06 1040 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2021-04-06 1250 Science Fiction Alone In Space

In a not too distant future, the giant spacecraft Svea travels with only two 

passengers - 12- year-old Gladys and her little brother Keaton. The children 

have fled from a broken Earth and are heading towards the planet Vial, but 

they never seem to arrive. They spend their days exploring the giant ship and 

the only one they can talk to is the Japanese A.I. Otosan. But everything 

changes when something unknown crashes into Svea - suddenly they are not 

alone in space anymore.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT PG l v Y

2021-04-06 1425 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2021-04-06 1615 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2021-04-06 1745 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-04-06 1940 Fantasy Odd Thomas Premiere
In a California desert town, a short-order cook with clairvoyant abilities 

encounters a mysterious man with a link to dark, threatening forces.
USA English-100 2014 M h v 

2021-04-06 2130 Comedy My Big Gay Italian Wedding
April

Fools

Antonio has finally found the love of his life, Paolo, with whom he lives happily 

in Berlin. Even if still not sure about their families’ reactions, they decide to 

get married in Italy, in the small village from where Antonio’s parents live. 

Tradition and modernity clash heads in this heart-warming film.

ITALY Italian-100 2018 M l Y



2021-04-06 2310 Thriller The Wave
A geologist must survive after a mountain in the narrow Norwegian fjord 

Geiranger collapses and creates a violent tsunami.
NORWAY Norwegian-100 2015 RPT M a l Y

2021-04-06 2510 Comedy Return Of The Hero
April

Fools

1809 France. Captain Neuville is called to the front, leaving his future bride 

heartbroken. Her sister decides to write letters on his behalf to cheer her up, 

but all goes south when Neuville reappears.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M s Y

2021-04-06 2650 Comedy My Big Gay Italian Wedding
April

Fools

Antonio has finally found the love of his life, Paolo, with whom he lives happily 

in Berlin. Even if still not sure about their families’ reactions, they decide to 

get married in Italy, in the small village from where Antonio’s parents live. 

Tradition and modernity clash heads in this heart-warming film.

ITALY Italian-100 2018 RPT M l Y

2021-04-06 2830 Comedy The Parisian Bitch

Camilla, 30 years old and a born bitch, decides to throw in the towel once and 

for all - she deserves better than the rest of humanity. Camilla realises that the 

only fate suitable for her is that of a Royal Highness.

BELGIUM
English-50; 

French-50
2015 RPT M l s Y

2021-04-07 0600 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2021-04-07 0730 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2021-04-07 0940 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2021-04-07 1130 Action Adventure Project A

Jackie Chan directs and stars in this film as a sergeant of the marine police 

force. The mission of the marine police is to combat and arrest the notorious 

pirate gang led by Law (Di Fei). Unfortunately the fleet of the marine police is 

sunk and Dragon (Jackie Chan) and his team are retrenched. When Dragon 

discovers that Chow, a businessman is bribing the gang and providing the 

pirates with information about the failed mission, he is outraged. Dragon 

decides to risk his life in order to Law and the pirate gang. Also stars Samo 

Hung, Project A received a Hong Kong Award for Best Action in 1985.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1983 RPT PG l n v Y

2021-04-07 1330 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-04-07 1525 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers

Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos (Frank 

Finlay) and Aramis (Richard Chamberlain) attempt to foil Cardinal Richelieu's 

plot to increase his already considerable power over King Louis XIII. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2021-04-07 1725 Fantasy
The Adventures Of Baron 

Munchausen

The fantastic tale of an 18th century aristocrat, his talented henchmen and a 

little girl in their efforts to save a town from defeat by the Turks. Being 

swallowed by a giant sea-monster, a trip to the moon, a dance with Venus and 

an escape from the Grim Reaper are only some of the improbable adventures.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG



2021-04-07 1945 Comedy Easy

Isidoro's career as a young go-kart driver was interrupted when he began to 

gain so much weight he was not able to get into the seat any more. One day, 

his brother turns up with a job offer for him.

ITALY

Italian-62; 

Ukrainian-24; 

English-9; 

Georgian-2; 

Hungarian-1; 

Latin-1; Mandarin-

1

2017 RPT M a l Y

2021-04-07 2130 Comedy Sink Or Swim
April

Fools

A group of 40-something guys, all on the verge of a mid-life crisis, decide to 

form their local pool’s first ever synchronised swimming team - but just for 

men.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l s Y

2021-04-07 2345 Comedy My Big Gay Italian Wedding
April

Fools

Antonio has finally found the love of his life, Paolo, with whom he lives happily 

in Berlin. Even if still not sure about their families’ reactions, they decide to 

get married in Italy, in the small village from where Antonio’s parents live. 

Tradition and modernity clash heads in this heart-warming film.

ITALY Italian-100 2018 RPT M l Y

2021-04-07 2525 Comedy The Parisian Bitch

Camilla, 30 years old and a born bitch, decides to throw in the towel once and 

for all - she deserves better than the rest of humanity. Camilla realises that the 

only fate suitable for her is that of a Royal Highness.

BELGIUM
English-50; 

French-50
2015 RPT M l s Y

2021-04-07 2655 Comedy Easy

Isidoro's career as a young go-kart driver was interrupted when he began to 

gain so much weight he was not able to get into the seat any more. One day, 

his brother turns up with a job offer for him.

ITALY

Italian-62; 

Ukrainian-24; 

English-9; 

Georgian-2; 

Hungarian-1; 

Latin-1; Mandarin-

1

2017 RPT M a l Y

2021-04-07 2840 Action Adventure Belle And Sebastian 2 Sebastian and his dog have to brave dangers and confront a secret. FRANCE French-100 2015 RPT PG a l Y

2021-04-08 0630 Biography Grace Of Monaco

The story of former Hollywood star Grace Kelly's crisis of marriage and 

identity, during a political dispute between Monaco's Prince Rainier III and 

France's Charles De Gaulle, and a looming French invasion of Monaco in the 

early 1960s. Stars Nicole Kidman and Tim Roth.

USA English-100 2014 RPT PG Y Y

2021-04-08 0825 Fantasy
The Adventures Of Baron 

Munchausen

The fantastic tale of an 18th century aristocrat, his talented henchmen and a 

little girl in their efforts to save a town from defeat by the Turks. Being 

swallowed by a giant sea-monster, a trip to the moon, a dance with Venus and 

an escape from the Grim Reaper are only some of the improbable adventures.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG

2021-04-08 1045 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers

Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos (Frank 

Finlay) and Aramis (Richard Chamberlain) attempt to foil Cardinal Richelieu's 

plot to increase his already considerable power over King Louis XIII. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2021-04-08 1245 Drama Tony Takitani

A reclusive illustrator meets the love of his life, who happens to be a shop-a-

holic. Directed and written by Jun Ichikawa and starring Issei Ogata, Rie 

Miyazawa and Shinohara Takahumi.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2004 RPT PG a Y

2021-04-08 1415 Comedy The Nutty Professor

A meek retiring inventor concocts a potion to make him a rock star, and is 

transformed into an irresistible charmer who can have any woman except the 

one he wants.

USA English-100 1963 RPT PG a 



2021-04-08 1615 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2021-04-08 1750 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with 

his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l 

2021-04-08 1940 Comedy A Private Function

Life isn't easy in 1947 Yorkshire, where strict post-war food rationing is putting 

the squeeze on the townspeople. But when a married working-class couple 

(Michael Palin and Maggie Smith) discover that the town's wealthy elite has 

been secretly fattening up an illegally owned pig for their own selfish gluttony 

at a feast to celebrate the marriage of Princess Elizabeth and Philip 

Mountbatten, they hatch an outlandish kidnapping scheme that gives a new 

meaning to the phrase 'bringing home the bacon'. This classic from the golden 

age of British comedy won three BAFTA awards, including Best Actress for 

Dame Maggie Smith and Best Supporting Actor for Denholm Elliott.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1984 RPT M n s 

2021-04-08 2130 Comedy Withnail And I
April

Fools

It’s 1969 and London isn’t exactly swinging for struggling, unemployed actors 

Withnail (Richard E. Grant) and I (Paul McGann). Living amongst the crumbling 

squalor of a Camden flat, their uneventful existence is fuelled by cheap booze, 

drugs and lighter fluid.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1987 RPT MA l Y

2021-04-08 2330 Comedy Easy

Isidoro's career as a young go-kart driver was interrupted when he began to 

gain so much weight he was not able to get into the seat any more. One day, 

his brother turns up with a job offer for him.

ITALY

Italian-62; 

Ukrainian-24; 

English-9; 

Georgian-2; 

Hungarian-1; 

Latin-1; Mandarin-

1

2017 RPT M a l Y

2021-04-08 2515 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y

2021-04-08 2715 Comedy Sink Or Swim
April

Fools

A group of 40-something guys, all on the verge of a mid-life crisis, decide to 

form their local pool’s first ever synchronised swimming team - but just for 

men.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l s Y

2021-04-09 0530 Action Adventure The Three Musketeers

Dashing D'Artagnan (Michael York) helps Athos (Oliver Reed), Porthos (Frank 

Finlay) and Aramis (Richard Chamberlain) attempt to foil Cardinal Richelieu's 

plot to increase his already considerable power over King Louis XIII. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1973 RPT PG a 

2021-04-09 0730 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y



2021-04-09 0905 Family Storm Boy 

Mike is a lonely Australian boy living in a coastal wilderness with his reclusive 

father. In search of friendship, he encounters an Aboriginal native loner, and 

the two form a bond in the care of orphaned pelicans.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1976 RPT PG

2021-04-09 1045 Comedy The Nutty Professor

A meek retiring inventor concocts a potion to make him a rock star, and is 

transformed into an irresistible charmer who can have any woman except the 

one he wants.

USA English-100 1963 RPT PG a 

2021-04-09 1245 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with 

his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l 

2021-04-09 1435 Fantasy
The Adventures Of Baron 

Munchausen

The fantastic tale of an 18th century aristocrat, his talented henchmen and a 

little girl in their efforts to save a town from defeat by the Turks. Being 

swallowed by a giant sea-monster, a trip to the moon, a dance with Venus and 

an escape from the Grim Reaper are only some of the improbable adventures.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG

2021-04-09 1655 Drama Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in 

vast space, the trapped astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious 

moments he spent with his father.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2019 RPT PG a l v Y

2021-04-09 1935 Comedy Get Low

For years, townsfolk have been terrified of the backwoods recluse known as 

Felix Bush. People say he's done all manner of unspeakable things - that he's 

killed in cold blood, that he's in league with the Devil, that he has strange 

powers - and they avoid him like the plague. Then, one day, Felix rides to town 

with a shotgun and a wad of cash, saying he wants to buy a funeral. It's not 

your usual funeral for the dead Felix wants. On the contrary, he wants a 'living 

funeral', in which anyone who ever had heard a story about him will come to 

tell it, while he takes it all in.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a 

2021-04-09 2130 Comedy Love And Other Drugs
April

Fools

Anne Hathaway portrays Maggie, an alluring free spirit who won't let anything, 

including a formidable personal challenge, tie her down. But she meets her 

match in Jamie Randall, portrayed by Jake Gyllenhaal, whose relentless and 

nearly infallible charm serve him well with women and in the cutthroat world 

of pharmaceutical sales. Maggie and Jamie's evolving relationship takes them 

both by surprise, as they find themselves under the influence of the ultimate 

drug - love.

USA English-100 2010 RPT MA a s Y

2021-04-09 2335 Drama The Piano

After a long voyage from Scotland, pianist Ada McGrath (Holly Hunter) and her 

young daughter, Flora (Anna Paquin), are left with all their belongings, 

including a piano, on a New Zealand beach. Ada, who has been mute since 

childhood, has been sold into marriage to a local man named Alisdair 

Stewart (Sam Neill). Making little attempt to warm up to Alisdair, Ada soon 

becomes intrigued by his Maori-friendly acquaintance, George Baines (Harvey 

Keitel), leading to life-altering conflicts.

NEW ZEALAND

Sign Language-

33.34; English-

33.33; Maori-

33.33

1993 RPT MA s Y

2021-04-09 2550 Drama You Disappear

A teachers' world is turned upside down when her husband, a successful 

headmaster, is caught embezzling from their own school. Did he do this of his 

own free will - or has his personality been altered by the tumour lurking in his 

brain?

DENMARK
Danish-80; 

Swedish-20
2017 RPT MA v Y

2021-04-09 2800 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y



2021-04-10 0600 Comedy The Nutty Professor

A meek retiring inventor concocts a potion to make him a rock star, and is 

transformed into an irresistible charmer who can have any woman except the 

one he wants.

USA English-100 1963 RPT PG a 

2021-04-10 0800 Drama Hearts Beat Loud

Hearts Beat Loud is the story of a one-time musician (Offerman) who owns a 

struggling record store in Red Hook, Brooklyn, and forms an unlikely band with 

his daughter (Clemons) the summer before she is set to leave for college.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a d l 

2021-04-10 0950 Drama Looking Up

During a mission, a spacecraft loses all communication with base Earth. Now in 

vast space, the trapped astronaut reflects on all the laughs, tears and precious 

moments he spent with his father.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2019 RPT PG a l v Y

2021-04-10 1230 Drama Little Men

When 13-year-old Jake's (Theo Taplitz) grandfather dies, his family moves 

from Manhattan back into his father's old Brooklyn home. There, Jake 

befriends the charismatic Tony (Michael Barbieri), whose single mother 

Leonor (Paulina Garcia), a dressmaker from Chile, runs the shop downstairs. 

Soon, Jake's parents Brian (Greg Kinnear) and Kathy (Jennifer Ehle) - one, a 

struggling actor, the other, a psychotherapist - ask Leonor to sign a new, 

steeper lease on her store. For Leonor, the proposed new rent is untenable, 

and a feud ignites between the adults. 

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a v Y

2021-04-10 1405 Documentary Feature Land Of The Bears
Filmmaker Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of a mother bear 

and her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.
FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT G

2021-04-10 1540 Animation Ernest and Celestine

In normal bear life, it is frowned upon to make friends with a mouse. But 

Ernest, a big bear, a clown and musician who lives on the fringes of bear 

society, welcomes little Celestine into his home. She is an orphan and has fled 

the mouse world down below. These two solitary characters find support and 

comfort in one another, but in the process, fly in the face of convention, 

upsetting the established order.

FRANCE English-100 2012 RPT PG

2021-04-10 1710 Comedy The Flintstones

Make way for the modern Stone Age family as they make the jump from 

animated favourites to live-action heroes! There's trouble brewing in Bedrock - 

a test mix-up has made Fred Flintstone (John Goodman) a vice president at 

Slate and Company, and now an evil executive (Kyle MacLachlan) and his 

sinister secretary (Halle Berry) are plotting to use Fred as the fall guy in an 

embezzlement scheme. Luckily for Fred, his best friend Barney Rubble (Rick 

Moranis), wife Wilma (Elizabeth Perkins) and her best friend Betty (Rosie 

O'Donnell) always have the big guy's back in this yabba-dabba-doo of an 

adventure. Elizabeth Taylor co-stars in the 'Steven Spielrock' production filled 

with dino-sized special effects and classic Flintstones humor.

USA English-100 1994 RPT PG a v 

2021-04-10 1850 Family Storm Boy 

Mike is a lonely Australian boy living in a coastal wilderness with his reclusive 

father. In search of friendship, he encounters an Aboriginal native loner, and 

the two form a bond in the care of orphaned pelicans.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1976 RPT PG

2021-04-10 2030 Thriller Shutter Island
Teddy and Chuck arrive on the remote Shutter Island to investigate the 

disappearance of mental patient Rachel Solando.
USA English-100 2010 RPT MA a v Y

2021-04-10 2300 Comedy A Cool Fish

A low-end robber, a roguish security guard, a potty-mouthed but disable 

hellcat, and a group of nobodies life paths start intersecting one day because 

of a lost gun and a heist, which leads to a series of comical accidents.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2018 RPT M a l v Y



2021-04-10 2500 Comedy Delicatessen

Set in a post-apocalyptic future, a landlord who happens to be a butcher starts 

slaughtering humans to feed his starving tenants, a practice which outrages a 

vegetarian guerrilla group living in the sewers beneath the city streets. Winner 

of four César Awards in 1992, including Best First Work. Directed by Marc Caro 

and Jean-Pierre Jeunet, and stars Jean-Claude Dreyfus, Dominique Pinon and 

Marie-Laure Dougnac.

FRANCE French-100 1991 RPT M a v Y

2021-04-10 2645 Drama The Piano

After a long voyage from Scotland, pianist Ada McGrath (Holly Hunter) and her 

young daughter, Flora (Anna Paquin), are left with all their belongings, 

including a piano, on a New Zealand beach. Ada, who has been mute since 

childhood, has been sold into marriage to a local man named Alisdair 

Stewart (Sam Neill). Making little attempt to warm up to Alisdair, Ada soon 

becomes intrigued by his Maori-friendly acquaintance, George Baines (Harvey 

Keitel), leading to life-altering conflicts.

NEW ZEALAND

Sign Language-

33.34; English-

33.33; Maori-

33.33

1993 RPT MA s Y


